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Overview

• Future of coursebooks study & 
learner behaviour

• 2 group activities
• Emerging technologies
• Discussion



Devices



Handheld  “super powers”
•Location
•Purchase channel
•Touch screen
•Motion sensors
•Notifications
•Multimedia
•Connect
•Tracking & 
personalisation
•Speech recognition
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Course book research  

2010
•MBA dissertation 
•Literature review -
management innovation, 
strategy, marketing, ELT
•Desk research 
•10 “expert” interviews
•Teacher consultation 

2016 (reviewed 2019)
•Experience of working on 
relevant projects
•Desk research
•5 “expert” interviews
•Consultation at IATEFL 
conference



What do we mean by 
“coursebook”?

• Workbooks,
online learning 
resources

• Audio, video, 
Interactive 
Whiteboard 
materials, 
flashcard, 
puppets etc

• Mirrors
Student 
Book, 
increasingly 
digital

• Mainly print,
can be 
eBook

Student 
book

Teacher 
book

Homework 
& self-study 

aids
Classroom 

aids



UK teachers in November 2010: 
Is there a future for coursebooks?

“Books = learning for many 
Students." Easy to refer to, 
flick through, a security 
blanket for Students and 
Teachers.  Doesn't break 
down or need electricity.”

“It helps teachers by giving structure 
and organisation to lessons. We will 
always need an established basis for a 
course, even if we then diversify. 
Students need a basis to "hang onto" 
and to revise from, whether it be online 
or hard copy or limited to other 
resources.”

“We're becoming more 
technologically advanced and 
students expect materials in a 
more flexible and portable format.”

“The coursebooks will all be digital, 
conducted on iPads/tablets, but I 
think the format of coursebooks 
will be the same. This will save an 
immense amount of paper and 
hence trees - a good thing!”



2010 Conclusions
• iPad and cheaper tablet 

devices would be widely used
• New sales platforms & Apps 
“ecosystem” opportunities

But important obstacles :
•Affordable tablets
•Classroom Internet access
•Content needed 
reimagining
•Pedagogy
•Teacher training



2010 Recommendations: 
Pedagogy & Design

• Regularly updated granular content, pick 
and mix programmes of study.  

• Clearer sense of learner progression: 
testing, tracking, and e-portfolios 

• Exploit authentic content on the Internet 
• Self-study components for mobile
• Content that really interests and excites 

learners   (multisensory + cognitive 
challenge)

• Wider repertoire of interactive routines
• “Book plus” halfway house   



2016 findings – 5 expert interviews 
& IATEFL Conference workshop



Teacher views
“A coursebook is a skeleton of a course to 
be fleshed out by a teacher. “

“Out of date quickly”

“Expensive”

“Predictable structure”

“Quickly outdated! (content)”

“I love coursebooks, I think they are a 
great resource for teachers and 
students. In public schools in Brazil it 
would be difficult to have ipods or 
tablets to all kids although there are 
some initiatives. “



2016: expert view 

• Demand for printed coursebooks generally 
strong

• “Teachers and students: online outside the 
classroom, offline inside the classroom”

• Very limited classroom use of iPads or other 
tablets in most places, “BYOD” problematic

• Limited use of e-workbooks/online 
homework in many contexts

• Teacher training still an issue



Tight budgets and efficiency drives  

• Government budget squeeze and centralised 
procurement

• Consumer expectation for free stuff
• Publishers “circle round existing products”, 

restructuring, jobs being cut, moved 
“offshore”

• “Low grade content and processes = low grade 
product”



Coursebooks as ebooks

• Not a life time purchase
• Pricing wrong
• User experience often 

“book horribly 
squeezed into an iPad”

• Copyright issues
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Disruption and innovation in the Australian 
book industry: Case studies of trade and 
education publishers 

Jan Zwar 

Macquarie Economics Research Papers 

RESEARCH PAPER 1/2016 (FEBRUARY 2016) 

Number 1/2016                   February 2016 
ISSN  1833-5020 (print) 
  1834-2469 (online) 

Pearson: “we don’t want 
to be in the education 
publishing business. We 
want to be in the 
education business. “
“..students not buying set 
texts, …accessing illegal 
material, students sharing, 
and these trends have 
been there for a while.”
Efficacy (Evidence-based 
learning outcomes). 
Informed by John Hattie 
research.http://tinyurl.com/zjhb7rq

http://tinyurl.com/zjhb7rq


Face-to-face learning & self-study

• Classes remain “time boxes” of learning, in a 
physical location, and force commitment

• But online tutoring expanding 
• E-workbooks often “ghost products”
• Flipped classroom?



Pedagogical issues
• Role of homework?
• Spaced and 

Adaptive learning?
• New consumer 

products/old 
methodologiesImage from Skeptic North, Canada



Supporting ubiquitous learning 

§ Teachers: in the classroom, on whiteboards, tablets, PCs as a 
supplement to any course book, flexible to pick and choose 

§ Students: at school with the teacher, at home – self-study, on PCs, 
mobile – revise, practise or do homework

§ Parents: at home, can follow & support their children’s progress
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Coursebook conclusion 2016
The digital successors to Coursebooks need: 
• Digital pedagogies informed by 

evidence/efficacy  
• Better user experience and business models 
• More coherent homework/self study
• Shorter lead-in times for new products
• Adequate and appropriate teacher training



Group activity 1: please discuss key 
issues

• Learner behaviour
• Equity of access to mobile devices
• Classroom management  
• Privacy 
• Potential abuse. 

Anything else?



Group activity 2

• Brainstorm ideas on how m-learning could be 
better exploited to support language learning. 

• As part of this we will consider what is 
required from key stakeholders, including 
schools, Ministries of Education, publishers, 
parents and the students themselves to make 
our ideas happen. 



Emerging technologies

• AI
• Analytics
• Adaptive learning
• Machine Translation
• Internet of Thing (IoT)
• Wearable tech

http://www.constellata.com/event
/bettshow-2018/

http://www.constellata.com/event/bettshow-2018/


Adaptive Learning

Artur Dyro, CEO Learnetic
https://www.learnetic.com/adapting-to-adaptive-learning-part1/

Philip Kerr Adaptive Learning Blog
https://adaptivelearninginelt.wordpress.com/about/

https://www.learnetic.com/adapting-to-adaptive-learning-part1/
https://adaptivelearninginelt.wordpress.com/about/


Machine Translation



IoT & Wearable tech
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